24/7 Jogging Shoe
Unique rubber glue-on shoe engineered for everyday comfort

-

DURABLE
FLEXIBLE SOLE
COMFORTABLE
HORSE WELFARE

-

SIMPLE APPLICATION
RELAXED MOVEMENTS
FOR HOBBY AND SPORT
BETTER HOOF GROWTH

24/7 Jogging Shoe
Unique rubber glue-on shoe
engineered for everyday comfort!

Size

Weight
Regular (g)

Weight
Slim (g)

7

90

85

8

115

110

9

135

130

10

180

170

11

220

200

12

260

240

13

290

270

14

360

340

15

420

380

16

450

410

GLUE INFORMATION:
1. Ensure that the Glue is kept preferably at room temperature,
and never below freezing point (this will damage the glue).
2. The 2-component adhesive has a processing time of 20-30
seconds and a curing time of about 3 minutes at room temperature (20-25 degrees Celsius).
3. Be aware that the processing- and curing time will be impacted by the temperature operated in (lower temperature = longer
time, higher temperature = shorter time).
4. The glue is developed for use on animal claws and hooves
but may cause irritation on skin and should only be operated in
ventilated areas and by use of gloves (see HSE info attached with
the glue package for further details).

!

Equine Fusion only guarantees for the product quality
when using the customized glue. (Vettec Adhere has
also shown good adhesive properties on our shoe and
may also be used – but without guarantee).

PREPARATIONS PRIOR TO APPLICATION:

1. Hooves should be freshly trimmed
and as balanced as possible.
2. The outside of the hoof wall (glue
area) must be rubbed sufficiently to
get proper glue adhesion.
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3. Hooves must be dry and may be
warmed up/dried with a hairdryer or
similar if in doubt of dryness.
4. Ensure dry and clean environment
for the application process.
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5. Check that you have the proper
size 24/7 Jogging Shoe (it shall have
a tight fit on the sole and will adapt
due to elasticity).
6. If leather walls of the shoe are
too high (reaching the coronet
band), cut the top as preferred with
scissors.
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24/7 Jogging Shoe
Unique rubber glue-on shoe
engineered for everyday comfort!

APPLICATION PROCESS:

7. Wipe the hoof (glue area) with alcohol fluid for instance, isopropanol
(wipe is included in one-time use
glue packages).
8. Add Cable ties.
9. Before mixing the glue, make sure
the cartridge is equalized by squeezing out a small amount to ensure that
both sides are dispensing evenly.
ENGINEERED FOR ALL DAY
EVERYDAY COMFORT
The 24/7 Jogging Shoe allows
you to enjoy all the benefits of a
jogging shoe without having to
take it on and off every time you
use it. The hoof will sink into the
rubber sole, expand and secure
natural blood flow and hoof
functions. The sole has been
tested, and it has proved to reduce
the maximum loads on the horse,
and is used by endurance rides
and in trotting with great success.
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10. Mix approx. 25ml (one Syringe or
2 1/2 “pumps” from the 200ml cartridge) of glue in a cup for approx. 5
sec. till the mix is homogenous and
viscous. For biggest size shoe (size
15 and 16) you need approx. 30 ml
glue = 3 “pumps” from the 200ml
cartridge. For smaller size shoes (size
7, 8 and 9) you need approx. 15ml
or 1 ½ “pumps” from the 200ml
cartridge of glue in one shoe.
11. Apply glue to marking point on
sides and front lap (no glue on sole).
Ensure that there is sufficient glue in
the upper part (it is essential to leave
a sealed fugue of glue to eliminate
entrance gap). The applying of glue
must be finished within 30 seconds.
Visit our website for a
demonstrational video.
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12. Put the shoe on the horse´s hoof,
ensure toe is properly fitted to the
front edge, set foot down while
holding the shoe in place. Tighten
cable ties as much as possible.
13. Cut and remove excess cable ties
and let the horse stay inside on dry
surface for at least 30 minutes before free movement/training in the
field (cut as close to the connection
as possible to avoid sharp edges
sticking out).
14. If properly applied according to
all recommendations, the shoe can
stay on for approx. 6 weeks. Then
they are easily removed by cutting
off the cable ties and using a plier
on the leather. Depending on use
and if shoes are intact, it might be
possible to use them again. The lifetime of the shoes is not guaranteed
if glued a second time.
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Follow us on social media
Please share your Equine Fusion experience with us.
Post on our Facebook page or use #equinefusion on Instagram.
EQFUSION

@EQFUSION

